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Lecture 1: 
Machining 
Technology

Dr. Parviz Kahhal

مقدمه
 توليد درجهت را خام مواد شكل كه است صنعتي فعاليت يك ساخت•

.دهد مي تغيير محصولات
 دست توسط شده ساخته معني به manufacture واژه اصلي ريشه•

.باشد مي
 ساخت امروزه باشد، مي پايين دستي هاي ابزار توان اينكه به توجه با•

.شود مي انجام آلات ماشين توسط اي گسترده صورت به
 مواد دادن شكل براي استفاده مورد هاي روش تمامي ساخت تكنولوژي•

.گيرد مي بر در را نهايي محصولات به خام
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مقدمه
 قطعه به دستيابي براي كار قطعه از ناخواسته ماده برداشت ماشينكاري•

.باشد مي مطلوب سطح صافي و شكل اندازه، با نهايي
 هاي ارزاب با ابتدا در برش هاي روش از استفاده با ماده برداشت عمل•

 كه است شهد مي انجام سنگ يا چوب، استخوان، از شده ساخته دستي
.دادند فولادي و برنزي هاي ابزار به را خود جاي بعدا ها ابزار اين

 در ها ابزار اين هدايت و راندن براي الكتريسيته بعدا و بخار آب،•
.اند شده گرفته كار به ابزار هاي ماشين

 ماشينكاري صنعت روي به را جديد دريچه يك جديد ابزار مواد توسعه•
.است نموده باز

 ماشينكاري براي جايگزيني هاي روش سنتي غير ماشينكاري هاي تكنيك•
 ماشينكاري كه اند شده تر چقرمه و محكمتر، تر، سخت ماده با قطعات

.باشد مي مشكل سنتي هاي روش با ها آن
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مقدمه
 ماشينكاري تكنولوژي پلاستيك، دهي شكل تكنولوژي به مقايسه در•

 سطح كيفيت و قطعه دقت كه شود مي گرفته كار به مواردي در ولاممع
.دارند بيشتري اهميت

 مي انجام را توليدي ماشنيهاي عمليات %70 حدود ابزار ماشينهاي•
.دهند

 ايالات در را ساخت فعاليتهاي %20 تقريبا ماشنيكاري هاي عمليات•
.گيرند برمي در متحده
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تاريخچه ماشين ابزار
• The development of metal cutting machines (once

briefly called machine tools) started from the invention
of the cylinder, which was changed to a roller guided by
a journal bearing.

• The ancient Egyptians used these rollers for transporting
the required stones from a quarry to the building site.

• The use of rollers initiated the introduction of the first
wooden drilling machine, which dates back to 4000 bc.

• In such a machine, a pointed flint stone tip acted as a
tool. The fi rst deep hole drilling machine was built by
Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519).

• In 1840, the first engine lathe was introduced.
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HISTORY OF MACHINE TOOLS
• Maudslay (1771–1831) added the lead screw, back

gears, and the tool post to the previous design.
Later, slide ways for the tailstock and automatic tool
feeding systems were incorporated.

• Planers and shapers have evolved and were
modified by Sellers (1824–1905). Fitch designed the
first turret lathe in 1845. That machine carried eight
cutting tools on a horizontally mounted turret for
producing screws.

• A completely automatic turret lathe was invented
by Spencer in 1896. He was also credited with the
development of the multispindle automatic lathe.
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HISTORY OF MACHINE TOOLS
• In 1818, Whitney built the first milling machine; the

cylindrical grinding machine was built for the first
time by Brown and Sharpe in 1874.

• The first gear shaper was introduced by Fellows in
1896.

• In 1879, Pfauter invented the gear hobber, and the
gear planers of Sunderland were developed in
1908.
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حركت هاي اصلي در ماشين ابزار
 كمك با محصول هاي مشخصه از زيادي تعداد سنتي، ابزار ماشين در•

.شوند مي توليد كار قطعه يا ابزار حركت
.دارد آمده دست به نهايي سطح در توجهي قابل نقش ابزار شكل•
:دارد وجود ابزار ماشين يك در اصلي حركت دو اساسا•

oمي معين را برش سرعت و شود مي داده كار قطعه يا ابزار به كلا اوليه، حركت 
.كند

oكند مي تغذيه كار قطعه به نسبت را ابزار كه ثانويه حركت.
 داده كار قطعه و ابزار به تركيبي صورت به اوليه حركت موارد برخي در•

.شود مي
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مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
 درك كه گيرد مي بر در را يمهمفا از وسيعي رنج ماشينكاري تكنولوژي•

.باشد مي الزامي فرآيند در مهم هاي انتخاب براي ها آن
 روي ماشينكاري عمليات طبيعت ابزار، ماشين و ضمائم شناسي، ابزار•

.كنند مي تعيين را خاص ماده يك
  قطعه بالاي نرخ با و اقتصادي توليد ماشينكاري تكنولوژي اصلي هدف•

.باشد مي
 سطح يكپارچگي و سطح، بافت دقت، مختلف سطوح در قطعات•

 هاي عمليات از و رسيده  طراح مطلوب حالت به تا شوند مي ماشينكاري
.شود جلوگيري هزينه كاهش جهت در ماشينكاري از بعد
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ماشين ابزار: ماشينكاريمفاهيم تكنولوژي 
 توليد براي را ماشينكاري عمليات چند انجام قابليت ابزار ماشين هر•

.دارد را شده مشخص سطح صافي و دقت با نياز مورد قطعه
 مي انجام عمومي اهداف با متنوعي ابزارهاي ماشين روي ماشينكاري•

 و برداري براده هاي تكنيك شامل هايي عمليات ترتيب به كه شود
 مي توليد را تخت و اي استوانه سطوح و دهند مي انجام را سايش
.كنند

 چرخدنده، توليد براي نيز خاص اهداف با هاي ابزار ماشين علاوه، به•
.شوند مي استفاده ديگر خاص هاي شكل و پيچ،

 زني، سنگ شامل مختلف هاي هندسه براي كاري پرداخت تكنولوژي•
.باشد مي پيشرفته پرداخت هاي تكنيك و لپينگ هونينگ،
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ماشين ابزار: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
عمومي اهداف با ابزار ماشين هاي نمونه•
تراشكاري•
سوراخكاري•
فرز•
زني سنگ•
كشي خان•
•Jig boring
لپينگ•
خاص اهداف با ماشينهاي•
زني چرخدنده•
زني رزوه•
.دارد عمليات در اپراتور مشاركت به بستگي ماشينكاري حين در محصول دقت•
 در را اپراتور نقش كه هستند رايجي هاي ماشين turret و Capstan هاي ماشين•

 مي كاهش بالا، هاي دقت و ها نرخ در  شكل برقو و  اي ميله ها كاري قطعه ماشينكاري
.دهد
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ماشين ابزار: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
 انجام را اتوماتيك شده كنترل حركات اتوماتيك نيممه ابزار هاي ماشين•

.شود مي بسته و باز دستي صورت به كار قطعه حاليكه در دهند، مي
 و برش و كار قطعه جابجايي  اتوماتيك تمام ابزار هاي ماشين در•

.شوند مي انجام اتوماتيك صورت به ديگر كمكي هاي عمليات همچنين
 توليد براي انتخاب بهترين اتوماتيك تمام و نيمه ابزار هاي ماشين•

 باشند مي زياد تعداد با محصولات
  تر اقتصادي و تر دقيق قطعات و شده حذف كاملا يا كمينه اپراتور نقش•

.شوند مي توليد
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ماشين ابزار: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
 سمبل و حروف اعداد، توسط اتوماسيون از فرمي NC ابزار هاي ماشين•

 در كنند، مي استفاده نوارخوان و كنترل واحد يك از كه باشند مي ها
 شده ذخيره كامپيوتري برنامه يك از CNCابزار هاي ماشين حاليكه
.كيرند مي بهره NC هاي عملكرد تمام انجام براي

•NC و CNC كرده اضافه ماشينكاري تكنولوژيِ به را زيادي مزاياي 
  اند،
oهستند، توليد قابل قطعات زياد و كم تعداد  
oقابل قطعات، برنامه پذير انعطاف كنترل طريق از قطعات هندسه 

.باشد مي تغيير
 ماشينكاري، تكنولوژي با CAD/CAM هاي سيستم سازي يكپارچه•

.است نموده خلق را جديدي صنعتي هاي زمينه
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ماشين ابزار: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
 توان مي كه اند نموده خلق را ماشينكاري از جديدي زمينه ها هگزاپاد•

 كار قطعه به طرف هر از دارد قابليت كه ابزار يك با را پيچيده قطعات
.نمود ماشينكاري برسد،

 صلبيت و ربات يك قابيلت و دارد حركت در آزادي درجه شش هگزاپاد•
.دارد را ابزار ماشين يك دقت و

 آل ايده ابزار ماشين يك هگزاپاد  عمومي، اهداف با ماشينكاري براي•
.باشد مي قالب ماشينكاري براي
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ماده قطعه كار: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
.باشد مي اثرگذار ماشينكاري روش انتخاب در كار قطعه ماده•
  را وبرخي نمود، ماشينكاري ها فرآيند از طيفي با توان مي را مواد اغلب•

.نمود ماشينكاري توان مي محدود طيف يك با فقط
 ، ابعادي تلرانس اندازه، و شكل به ماده انتخاب خاص، حالت هر در•

.دارد بستگي مطلوب مقدار و سطح صافي
 به بلكه ندارد، بستگي تكنيكي تناسب به تنها انتخاب اين همچنين•

.دارد بستگي نيز محيطي زيست و اقتصادي ملاحظات
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بهره وري ماشينكاري: مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
 ماشينكاري زمان با كه توليد نرخ بايد ماشينكاري روش هر انتخاب در•

.شود گرفته درنظر دارد، معكوس نسبت
:باشند مي زير موارد شامل وري بهره افزايش هاي روش•
ماشينكاري بالاي هاي سرعت•
بالا تغذيه هاي نرخ•
ماشينكاري غير زمان سازي كمينه•
تغذيه و ابزار تعويض اتوماتيك هاي مكانيزم•
توان بالاي هاي چگالي•
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:  مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
دقت و يكپارچگي سطح

 نظر مورد سطح صافي و دقت به ماشينكاري تكنولوژي يك انتخاب•
.دارد بستگي

  برداري براده مكانيزم نتيجه در تغييرات برخي ماشينكاري سطح زير•
.آيند مي وجود به شده انتخاب

.است مهم بسيار  لايه اين دقيق آزمايش•
  استحكام ازقبيل شده ماشينكاري قطعات خصوصيات در لايه اين•

.باشد مي گذار تاثير سايش به مقاومت و خوردگي خستگي،
       پرداخت فرا  تكنولوژي يك است ممكن موارد، برخي در•

(Post Fininshing) كه شود گرفته كار به مشكلات برخي حل براي 
.برد مي بالا را توليد هزينه اين
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طراحي :مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
قطعه براي ماشينكاري اقتصادي

.باشد مي مهم بسيار اقتصادي و دقيق قطعات توليد در مفهوم اين•
 قطعه طراح توسط دقيقا بايد عمليات هر براي قطعات طراحي هاي توصيه•

.شوند رعايت
 و كاهش ماشينكاري زمان تا شود اجتناب طراحي هاي پيچيدگي از بايد•

.يابد افزايش توليد نرخ آن تبع به
 نيز ممكن سطح صافي و دقت اساس بر عمليات و ابزار ماشين قابليت•

 انتخاب عمليات و ابزار ماشين روش، بهترين تا شود، گرفته نظر در بايد
.شود
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 :مفاهيم تكنولوژي ماشينكاري
اثرات محيطي ماشينكاري

 اپراتور، سلامت بر است ممكن شده انتخاب تكنولوژي محتمل خطرات•
.باشد داشته اثر پيرامون محيط و ابزار ماشين

 در كنترل و درك آناليز، ديقيق، مانيتورينگ نيازمند خطرات اين كاهش•
.باشد مي پاك محيطي زيست نظر از ماشينكاري تكنولوژي جهت

 هاي روش معرفي باعث برشي مايعات توسط شده توليد خطرات•
 تكنيك و Cryogenic ماشينكاري ،(MQL)كمينه مقدار با روانكاري

 .است شده خشك ماشينكاري هاي
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Lecture 2: Basic 
Elements and 
Mechanisms

of Machine Tools
Dr. Parviz Kahhal

مقدمه
 هاي ماشين به نسبت  )ابزار ماشين( فلزات برش هاي ماشين مشخصه•

.باشد مي بالاتر توليد دقت فلزات، دهي شكل
 بالعكس، شوند، مي استفاده كمتري نسبتا تعداد توليد براي ها آن•

 مي استفاده بالاتر توليد هاي كميت براي فلزات دهي شكل هاي اشينم
.شوند

 در را توليدي عملياتي هاي ماشين از %70 حدود ابزار هاي ماشين•
.دهند مي تشكيل صنعت

  اسلايد در ابزار هاي ماشين  مختلف هاي عمليات مختلف هاي درصد•
.اند شده داده نشان بعدي

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
Mechanisms Dr. Parviz Kahhal 2
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مقدمه
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مقدمه
:باشد مي زير بنيادي معلومات  نيازمند ابزار ماشين موفق طراحي•

 همچنين و جهت و مقدار ارزيابي براي ماشينكاري هاي فرآيند مكانيك1.
.برش هاي نيرو كنترل

شوند ماشينكاري است قرار كه مختلف مواد ماشينكاري قابليت2.

ابزار ماشين يك مختلف قطعات ساخت براي استفاده مورد مواد خواص3.

 به ابزار ماشين قطعات از هركدام توليد براي كه ساخت هاي كنيكت4.
.شوند مي گرفته كار به اقتصادي صورت

مختلف ابزار مواد قابليت و ماندگاري5.

مهندسي اقتصاد اصول6.
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مقدمه
توليد يك ماشين ابزار توسط  قابليت •

o  ،تعداد قطعه توليد شده در واحد زماني
o ،يا  نرخ براده برداري حجمي
o  ،يا نرخ براده برداري مخصوص به ازاي توان واحد مصرف شده

.اندازه گيري مي شود•
:را مي توان با استفاده از روش هاي زير ارتقا بخشيد) بهره وري(سطح قابليت توليد •

افزايش سرعت ها و نرخ تغذيه ماشين1.

افزايش توان در دسترس ماشين ابزار2.

استفاده از چند ابزار و يا ماشينكاري چند قطعه كار به صورت همزمان3.

افزايش سرعت حركت واحد هاي اجرايي در زمان هاي غير ماشينكاري4.

افزايش سطح اتواسيون براي واحد هاي اجرايي ماشين هاي ابزار  و اجزا قابل تعويض5.

 CNCو  NCبه كارگيري تكنيك هاي كنترل مدرن نظير 6.

ماشينكاري  سطح قطعه صافي انتخاب مناسب فرآيند هاي ماشينكاري بر اساس ماده، پيچيدگي شكل، دقت و 7.
.شده

.به كارگيري قيد ها و بند ها كه قطعه كار را در كمترين زمان ممكن مكان يابي و محكم مي كند8.

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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مقدمه
  و آورند دست به را ممكن وري بهره ماكزيمم كه اند شده طراحي اي گونه به ابزار هاي ماشين•

.نمايند مهيا خود دهي سرويس عمر رادر  شده بيني پيش سطح صافي و دقت
  طراحي صلب امكان حد تا و جداگانه صورت به بايد ابزار ماشين جزء هر ها، نياز اين ارضا براي•

.شود بررسي استحكام و رزونانس نظر از سپس و شود
:باشد زير كلي هاي ويژگي داراي و داشته مناسب پايداري يك بايد ابزار ماشين علاوه، به•

.ها اسپيندل و مفاصل، ساختار، مانند ابزار ماشين اجزا همه براي بالا استاتيكي سفتي1.

.شوند مي ابزار ماشين در رزونانس باعث كه قبول قابل غير طبيعي هاي فركانس از جلوگيري2.

قبول قابل ارتعاش سطح3.

مناسب ميرايي ظرفيت4.

بالا تغذيه نرخ و سرعت5.

لغزشي قطعات در پايين سايش هاي نرخ6.

ابزار ماشين مختلف اجزا براي پايين حرارتي اعوجاج7.

.ساخت و نگهداري تعمير، توسعه، طراحي، پايين هزينه8.
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مقدمه
:شوند مي بندي دسته زير انواع به هايشان ويژگي طبق بر ابزار هاي ماشين•

  از وسيعي طيف ماشينكاري براي كه ،)انيورسال( عمومي اهداف با هاي ماشين1.
.روند مي كار به محصولات

 واندازه يكسان شكل با محصولات ماشينكاري براي كه خاص، اهداف با هاي ماشين2.
.روند مي كار به متفاوت

 محصولات روي را ها عمليات از باريك طيف يك كه محدود، اهداف با هاي ماشين3.
.دهند مي انجام گوناگون

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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مقدمه
:شوند مي بندي دسته زير انواع به دقت سطح اساس بر ابزار هاي ماشين•

  مي عمومي اهداف با هاي شينام اكثر شامل كه معمولي، دقت با ابزار هاي ماشين1.
.باشد

.دارند را  پايينتر هاي تولرانس توليد قابليت بالاتر، دقت با ابزار هاي ماشين2.

.دارند را دقيق بسيار قطعات توليد قابليت كه بالا، بسيار دقت با ابزار هاي ماشين3.

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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مقدمه
عملكردهاي اصلي يك ماشين ابزار نگه داري قطعه كار، نگه داري ابزار  •

و دستيابي به حركات نسبي مورد نياز براي توليد هندسه مطلوب قطعه 
.مي باشد

:ماشين هاي ابزار شامل اجزا زير مي باشند•
، ستون، يا قاب)ميز(يك ساختار متشكل از بستر 1.
لغزنده ها و ضمائم ابزار2.
اسپيندل ها و ياتاقان هاي اسپيندل ها3.
)واحد توان يا تغذيه(يك سيستم راننده 4.
اجزا نگه دارنده ابزار و قطعه كار5.
سيستم هاي كنترل6.
يك اهرم بندي انتقال7.

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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مقدمه
 شكل تغيير به تمايل كه ماشينكاري، حين در شده توليد هاي تنش•

 زير هاي فاكتور از يكي توسط معمولا دارند، كار قطعه يا و ابزار ماشين
:آيند مي وجود به

مختلف قطعات و ماشين وزن شامل استاتيكي هاي بار1.

 وجود به برگشتي و رفت يا دوراني قطعات توسط كه ديناميكي بارهاي2.
.آيند مي

برداري براده فرآيند توسط شده توليد برشي نيروهاي3.
  اختدپر مرحله در ماشين كارآيي روي ديناميكي و استاتيكي هاي بار•

.گذارند مي تاثير
 برشي نيروهاي از ناشي مكان تغيير تاثير تحت نيز دقت نهايي درجه•

.گيرد مي قرار
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
  و تحمل را ماشين قطعات بقيه كه بدنه، يك شامل ابزار ماشين ساختار•

.باشد مي دهد، مي جا خود در
 و تراش ماشين به مربوط رايج ابزار ماشين بستر يك بعد اسلايد شكل•

.دهد مي نشان را دريل ماشين قاب يك
:باشند مي زير موارد شامل ماشين ساختار اصلي هاي عملكرد•

 هاي بار از ناشي اعوجاج برابر در مقومت براي بستر يا ساختار قابليت1.
ديناميكي و استاتيكي

متحرك قطعات دقت و پايداري2.

)راهنما( كننده هدايت شيار سايش به مقاومت3.

پسماند هاي تنش از عاري4.

ارتعاش كننده ميرا5.
Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
 مي تقسيم بسته و باز هاي قاب دسته دو به  ابزار هاي ماشين ساختار•

.شوند
 مي فراهم را كار قطعه  و ابزار به عالي دسترسي قابليت  باز هاي قاب•

 تراش، هاي ماشين در توان مي را باز هاي قاب رايج هاي نمونه .كند
.نمود مشاهده تراشي داخل و زني شيار زني، سنگ فرز،

  با هاي فرز و تراش صفحه هاي ماشين در توان مي را بسته هاي قاب•
.نمود مشاهده اسپيندل دو

  كاند مي راهنمايي و گرفته را كار قطعه و ابزار  ابزار ماشين يك ساختار•
.كند مي فراهم ماشينكاري فرآيند حين در را ها آن نسبي موقعيت و

 تغيير بدون كه شوند طراحي گنواي  به بايد ابزار ماشين هاي ساختار•
.نمايند منتقل شاسي به را متحرك قطعات وزن و برش هاي نيرو مكان،
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
 و برش ضروري حركات چيدمان توسط  ابزار ماشين ساختار بندي پيكر•

.شود مي مقرر ماشين ظرفيت و اندازه و  ها آن كورس طول و تغذيه
 نظر در نيز نگهداري و نصب نقل، و حمل براده، انهدام راستا، همين در•

.شوند مي گرفته
 نتيجه در و ابزار ماشين توان ظرفيت كننده تعيين ماده برداشت نرخ•

.بود خواهد برشي نيروهاي مقدار
  بايد كه است، ساختار خيز و شكل تغيير تاثير تحت توليد دقت درجه•

.شوند داشته نگاه شده تعريف حدود در
 و استاتيكي خصوصيات ارزيابي توسط ابزار ماشين رفتار ارزشيابي•

.ميگيرد انجام آن ديناميكي
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
استاتيكي خصوصيات•
.باشند مي زير عوامل تحت ثابت )مكان تغيير( خيز با رابطه در خصوصيات اين•

ثابت برشي عملياتي بارهاي1.

متحرك اجزا وزن2.

  اصطكاك3.

اينرسي نيروهاي4.
  سفتي توسط معمولا و موثرند شده ماشينكاري قطعات دقت روي ير عوامل اين•

.شوند مي گيري اندازه استاتيكي
ديناميكي خصوصيات•
.شوند مي تعيين طبيعي هاي فركانس و ديناميكي خيز توسط اغلب خصوصيات اين•
  ماشينكاري عمليات پايداري نتيجه در و ابزار ماشين چتر پديده بر خصوصيات اين•

.موثرند
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
:دارد بستگي زير موارد به ابزار ماشين يك ديناميكي و استاتيكي خيز•

شوند مي توزيع و منتقل عملياتي نيروهاي از كداميك1.

عملياتي شرايط تحت ساختاري واحد هر رفتار2.
 مي جز ترين برجسته توخالي، مستطيل مقطع  سطح با مانند، تير جز•

.باشد
 دهند، مي شكل تغيير بار، تاثير تحت اينكه با بسته، قاب با هاي ساختار•

.ماند مي باقي تغيير بدون ها ان  مركزي هاي محور امتداد
 به نسبت ابزار )جانبي نه ( محوري جابجايي يك در ، اساس همين بر•

.كند نمي تغيير دقت  كار قطعه
.نمود ساپورت ديگر جز يك با توان مي را باز هاي قاب•
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
 اجزا اتصال براي استفاده مورد مفاصل نوع و تعداد به ابزار ماشيت ساختار ميرايي و سفتي•

.دارد بستگي ساختار مختلف
.باشد مي كمتر آن ميرايي قابليت و بيشتر ساختار سفتي باشد، كمتر مفاصل تعداد چه هر•
Ribbing) اي دنده سيستم• System) ماشين ساختار سفتي افرايش يراي موثر روش يك 

.باشد مي ابزار
 دهند مي افزايش عمودي خمش برابر در را سفتي عمودي، هاي بند پشت بعد، اسلايد شكل در•

.ندارند تاثيري افقي خمش در ولي
.دهد مي افزايش پيچش و خمش برابر در را ساختار سفتي قطري، هاي بند پشت چيدمان•
 از كند، مي عمل انتهايي دسته روي معمولا كه نوساني حركت بردن بين از براي موارد، برخي در•

 )28 اسلايد( شود مي استفاده تر بلند عقبي هاي راهنما
  هاي ساختار .شوند جوشكاري يا شده گري ريخته توانند مي ابزار هاي ماشين هاي قاب•

.باشند مي تر صرفه به هزينه لحاظ از شده جوشكاري
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ساختار ماشين هاي ابزار
• Figure 2.9 shows typical cast and fabricated machine tool 

structures. 
• A cast iron (CI) structure ensures the following advantages:

o Better lubricating property (due to the presence of free graphite); 
o most suitable for beds in which rubbing is the main criterion
o High compressive strength
o Better damping capacity
o Easily cast and machined
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MACHINE TOOL STRUCTURE: LIGHT‐ AND 

HEAVY‐WEIGHT CONSTRUCTIONS

• Machine tool structures are classified according to their
natural frequency as light- or heavy-weight construction.

• The natural frequency ω0 of a machine tool can be described 
by: 

Lecture 2: Basic Elements and 
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MACHINE TOOL STRUCTURE: LIGHT‐ AND 

HEAVY‐WEIGHT CONSTRUCTIONS

• To avoid resonance and thus reduce the dynamic deflection
of the machine tool structure, ω0 should be far below or far
above the exciting frequencies, which is equal to a multiple of
the rotational speed of the machine.

• If the natural frequency of the machine structure is kept far
below the speed working range of the machine tool then
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MACHINE TOOL STRUCTURE: LIGHT‐ AND 

HEAVY‐WEIGHT CONSTRUCTIONS

• This requirement is achieved by the increase of the mass m,
which, in turn, leads to a heavyweight construction. On the
other hand, lightweight constructions are made when
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MACHINE TOOL STRUCTURE: LIGHT‐ AND 

HEAVY‐WEIGHT CONSTRUCTIONS

• Chip disposal, in the case of high-production machine tools,
affects the construction of the machine tool frame as shown in
Figure 2.10.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS
• Machining occurs as a result of a relative motion between the tool and the

WP. Such a motion is a rotary, linear, or rectilinear one.
• Guideways are required to perform the necessary machine tool motion at a

high level of accuracy under severe machining conditions.
• Generally guideways, therefore, control the movement of the different parts

of the machine tool in all positions during machining and nonmachining times.
• Besides the accuracy requirements, ease of assembly, and economy in

manufacturing guideways, the following features should be provided:
 Accessibility for effective lubrication
 Wear resistance, durability, and rigidity
 Possibility of wear compensation
 Restriction of motion to the required directions
 Proper contact all over the sliding area
• Guideways are classified as sliding friction, rolling friction, and externally

pressurized (Figure 2.11).
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• Sliding friction guideways consist of any one of or a

combination of the flat, vee, dovetail, and cylindrical
guideway elements.

• Flat circular guideways are used for guiding the rotating table
of the vertical turning and boring machines.

• Figure 2.12 shows the different types of guideways that are
normally used to guide sliding parts in the longitudinal
directions.

• Holding strips may be provided to prevent the moving part
from lifting or tilling by the operational forces.

• Scraping and the introduction of thin shims are used for
readjustments that may be required to compensate wear of
the sliding parts.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• Vee-shaped guideways are either male or female type, which are self-

adjusting under the weight of the guided parts.
• The combination of two vee guideways has an unfavorable effect on the

machining accuracy and is limited to guideways of relatively small distance
between the two vees.

• Circular vee guideways carry the operational loads and provide self location
for the rotating table.

• Dovetail guideways, shown in Figure 2.12c, are used separately or in a
combination of half dovetail and flat guideways.

• Cylindrical guides, shown in Figure 2.12d, are either male or female type that
must be accurately manufactured. They require special devices to adjust their
working clearances.

• The column of the drilling machine is a typical example of the male type,
while the sleeve of the drilling machine spindle is a female type.

• The combinations of cylindrical guideways are shown in Figures 2.12e
(cylindrical–cylindrical) and 2.12f (cylindrical–flat).
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• For the sliding surfaces, the bulk of the load is carried on the metal-to-

metal contact.
• The load carried by the lubricating oil film is very small.
• The localized pressures cause elastic or plastic deformation to the

supporting asperities of the surface, which in turn results in an
instability of the sliding motion usually known as the stick–slip effect.

• This phenomenon can be reduced or eliminated by the use of proper
lubricants or through the introduction of externally pressurized
guideways.

• Friction condition and, consequently, the wear of the guideways are
affected by

• 1. material properties of the fixed and moving element,
• 2. surface dimensions of the guideways,
• 3. acting pressure,
• 4. accumulation of dirt, chip, and wear debris.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• When the machine parts rub together, loss of material from one or both

surfaces occurs, which in turn results in a change of the designed dimensions
and geometry of the guideways system.

• Wear of guideways may be caused by the cutting action of the hard particles
(adhesive wear), which is often accompanied by the oxidation of the wear
debris that leads to additional abrasive wear.

• Wear of guideways can be minimized by
• 1. minimizing the sliding surface roughness,
• 2. increasing the hardness of the sliding surfaces,
• 3. removing the abrasive wear particles from the guideways system
• 4. reducing the pressure acting on the guiding surfaces.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• Guideways are equipped with devices for initially adjusting

and periodically compensating the working clearance.
• Clearance adjustment is accomplished by using suitable

metallic strips, as shown in Figure 2.13.
• Guideways may be an integral part of the machine tool or

mechanically secured to the bed by fastening or welding.
• In the first arrangement, the bed and the guideway are made

from the same
• material, and flame or induction hardening is employed upon

the guiding surfaces.
• In the mechanically secured guideways, separate steel

guideways are secured to the CI beds, as shown in Figure
2.14a.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

SLIDING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

ROLLING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• In rolling friction guideways, rollers, needles, or balls are inserted

between the moving parts to minimize the frictional resistance, which
is kept constant irrespective of the traveling speed.

• Rolling friction guideways find wide applications in numerically
controlled and medium-size machine tools in which the setting
accuracy is decisive.

• Their expensive manufacturing, complicated construction and the
short life of the rolling elements create problems.

• Rolling friction guideways are either open or closed.
• The open type (Figure 2.15) is used when the load acts downward,

which makes this type self-adjusting for wear in the guideways.
• In the closed type, wear compensation requires adjusting elements.
• For long strokes, recirculating rolling elements (as shown in Figure

2.16) or ball or roller bearing guideways (Figure 2.17) are used to
shorten the length of the slider.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

ROLLING FRICTION GUIDEWAYS
• Circular rolling friction guideways find applications in high-

speed vertical lathes. The size and the distribution of the load
on the rolling elements and the deformation of the guideways
are affected by:

• 1. magnitude, distribution, and type of loading,
• 2. stiffness of the rolling elements,
• 3. manufacturing errors of the rolling elements,
• 4. form error of the guideways,
• 5. magnitude of preloading
• 6. stiffness of the table, bed, fixture, and WP.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

EXTERNALLY PRESSURIZED GUIDEWAYS

• The load-carrying capacity and stiffness of ordinary lubricated
guideways are excellent; however, their friction levels are
undesirable.

• To overcome such a problem, externally pressurized guideways are
used in which the sliding elements are separated by a thin film of
pressurized fluid, as shown in Figure 2.18.

• Such an arrangement prevents contact between the sliding surfaces
and hence avoids the occurrence of wear.

• The load-carrying capacity is independent of the sliding speed, and
the reaction forces are distributed over the full bearing area.

• Externally pressurized guideways are ideal guideways in terms of
stiffness, uniformity of travel, low friction, large damping, and better
heat dissipation capacity.
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

EXTERNALLY PRESSURIZED GUIDEWAYS
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MACHINE TOOL GUIDEWAYS: 

EXTERNALLY PRESSURIZED GUIDEWAYS

• Generally, the service properties of machine tool guideways
can be improved by

• 1. providing favorable frictional conditions, which can be
achieved by using
• a. combined sliding and rolling guides,
• b. proper lubricants and materials for guideways
• c. hydrostatic ways with high-rigidity oil film and automatic

control systems,
• 2. providing adequate protection of guideways,
• 3. using optimal cross-section of slideways,
• 4. using optimal surface finishes.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES
• Machine tool spindles are used to locate, hold, and drive the

tool or the WP.
• These spindles possess a high degree of rigidity, rotational

accuracy, and wear resistance.
• Spindles of the general purpose machine tools are subjected

to heavier loads compared with precision ones.
• In the former class of spindles, rigidity is the main requirement;

in the second, the manufacturing accuracy is of the prime
consideration.

• Spindles are normally made hollow and provided with an
internal taper at the nose end to accommodate the center or
the shank of the cutting tool (Figure 2.19).
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES
• A thread can be added at the nose end to fix a chuck or a

face plate.
• Medium-carbon steel containing 0.5% C is used for making

spindles in which hardening is followed by tempering to
produce a surface hardness of about 40 Rockwell (HRC).

• Low-carbon steel containing 0.2% C can also be carburized,
quenched, and tempered to produce a surface hardness of
50–60 HRC.

• Spindles for high-precision machine tools are hardened by
nitriding, which provides a sufficient hardness with the
minimum possible deformation.

• Manganese steel is used for heavy-duty machine tool spindles.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SPINDLE BEARINGS
• Generally, machine tool spindle bearings must provide the

following requirements:
• 1. Minimum deflection under varying loads
• 2. Accurate running under loads of varying magnitudes and

directions
• 3. Adjustability to obtain minimum axial and radial clearances
• 4. Simple and convenient assembly
• 5. Sufficiently long service
• 6. Maximum temperature variation throughout the speed

ranges
• 7. Sufficient wear resistance
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SPINDLE BEARINGS
• The forces acting on a machine tool spindle are the cutting force, which acts

at the spindle nose, and the driving force, which acts in between the spindle
bearings (Figure 2.20).

• The cutting force can be resolved into two components with respect to the
spindle.

• The spindle bearings have to take radial and axial components of the cutting
and driving forces.

• In this manner, when the machine tool spindle is mounted at two points, the
bearing at one point takes the axial component besides the reaction of the
radial component, while the other takes only the reaction of the radial
component.

• The bearings that carry the axial component should prevent the axial
movement of the spindle under the effect of the cutting and driving forces
(fixed bearing).

• The other bearing (floating bearing) provides only a radial support and
provides axial displacement due to differential thermal expansion of the
spindle shaft and the housing.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SPINDLE BEARINGS
• The arrangement shown in Figure 2.21a is used in most high-speed machine

tools because the free length of the spindle (from nose to the fixed bearing) is
limited, which minimizes nose deflection.

• Additionally, the effect of differential thermal expansion of the spindle and
spindle housing acts toward the floating (rear) end, which in turn reduces the
axial displacements of the spindle nose.

• Figure 2.22 shows typical spindle bearing mounting arrangements. Figure 2.23
presents a machine tool spindle with the fixed front bearing while the rear end
axially slides at the outer race of the roller bearing.

• The various considerations in the selection of bearings are
• 1. direction of load relative to the bearing axial,
• 2. intensity of load,
• 3. speed of rotation,
• 4. thermal stability,
• 5. stiffness of the spindle shaft
• 6. class of accuracy of the machine.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SPINDLE BEARINGS
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SLIDING FRICTION SPINDLE BEARING
• Rolling bearings are used at a speed and diameter range of

n . d ≤ 2 × 105 where n is the spindle rotational speed in
revolutions per minute and d is the diameter of the spindle in
millimeters.

• At higher running speeds, the bearing life is reduced due to
the gyratory action, especially in bearings that take combined
loads.

• At high spindle speeds, as in case of grinding, sliding friction
(journal) bearings that have high damping capacity
compared with rolling bearings are used.

• Their load- carrying capacity increases as the spindle speed
increases due to the hydrodynamic action created within the
bearing.

• For an optimum performance, the radial clearance between
journal and bearing should be properly maintained, as it
affects bearing friction, load-carrying capacity, and the
efficiency of heat dissipation of the bearing.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SLIDING FRICTION SPINDLE BEARING

• The main types of sliding friction bearings include
the following:

• 1. Sliding bearing with radial play adjustment using
segments that can be adjusted radically to control
the clearance.

• 2. Bearing with axial play adjustment, in which a
bush with a cylindrical bore and external taper has
a slot along its length and is made to fi t in a taper
hole in the housing. When the bush slides axially,
through two opposing nuts, on the two ends of the
bush, radial play can be finely adjusted and
controlled (Figure 2.25).
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SLIDING FRICTION SPINDLE BEARING

• 3. Mackensen bearing is used in highly accurate
machine tool spindles, running at extremely high
speeds, under limited applied load. As shown in
Figure 2.26, an elastic bearing bush is supported at
three points in the housing. This bush has nine
equally spaced axial slots along its circumference.
When the shaft is running, the bush deforms into a
triangular shape, and three wedge-shaped oil
pockets are formed, which constitute the load-
carrying parts of the bearing.

• 4. Hydrodynamic multipad spindle bearing of high
radial and axial thrust capacity, high stiffness, and
practically no clearance during operation.
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SLIDING FRICTION SPINDLE BEARING
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MACHINE TOOL SPINDLES: 

SLIDING FRICTION SPINDLE BEARING
• Sliding bearing materials should have high compressive

strength to withstand the bearing pressure, low coefficient of
friction, and high thermal conductivity.

• It should possess high wear resistance and maintain a
continuous oil film.

• The various sliding bearing metals include:
1. copper base bearing metals (85% Cu, 10% Sn, 5% Zn), which
are used for heavy loads,
2. tin base bearing (babbit) metals (85% Sn, 10% Sb, 5% Cu),
which are used for higher loads,
3. lead base bearing metals (10–30% Pb, 10–15% Sb, and the rest
is copper), which are used for light loads,
4. cadmium base bearing metals (95% Cd and a very small
amount of iridium) which have higher compressive strength and
more favorable properties at higher temperatures.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES
• To obtain a machined part by a machine tool, coordinated

motions must be imparted to its working members.
• These motions are either primary (cutting and feed) movements,

which removes the chips from the WP or auxiliary motions that are
required to prepare for machining and ensure the successive
machining of several surfaces of one WP or a similar surface of
different WPs.

• Principal motions may be either rotating or straight reciprocating.
• In some machine tools, this motion is a combination of rotating

and reciprocating motions.
• Feed movement may be continuous (lathes, milling machine,

drilling machine) or intermittent (planers).
• As shown in Figure 2.27, stepped motions are obtained using

belting or gearing.
• Stepless speeds are achieved by mechanical, hydraulic, and

electrical methods.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Belting
• The belting system, shown in Figure 2.28, is used to produce four running

rotational speeds n1, n2, n3, and n4.
• It is cheap and absorbs vibrations.
• It has the limitation of the low-speed changing, slip, and the need for more

space.
• Based on the driver speed n1, the following speeds can be obtained in a

decreasing order:

• This type is commonly used for grinding and bench-type drilling machines.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Pick‐Off Gears
• Pick-off gears are used for machine tools of mass and batch

production automatic and semiautomatic machines, special-
purpose machines, and so on) when the changeover from job
to job is comparatively rare.

• Pick-off gears may be used in speed or feed gearboxes.
• As shown in Figure 2.29, the change of speed is achieved by

setting gears A and B on the adjacent shafts.
• As the center distance is constant, correct gear meshing

occurs if the sum of teeth of gears A and B is constant.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
• Machine tools are characterized by their large number of

spindle speeds and feeds to cope with the requirements of
machining parts of different materials and dimensions using
different types of cutting tool materials and geometries.

• The cutting speed is determined on the bases of the cutting
ability of the tool used, surface finish required, and
economical considerations.

• A wide variety of gearboxes utilize sliding gears or friction or
jaw coupling.

• The selection of a particular mechanism depends on the
purpose of the machine tool, the frequency of speed change,
and the duration of the working movement.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
• The advantage of a sliding gear transmission is that

it is capable of transmitting higher torque and is
small in radial dimensions.

• Among the disadvantages of these gearboxes is
the impossibility of changing speeds during running.

• Clutch-type gearboxes require small axial
displacement needed for speed changing, less
engagement force compared with sliding gear
mechanisms, and therefore can employ helical
gears.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
• The extreme spindle speeds of a machine tool main gearbox nmax

and nmin can be determined by
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
• The speed range Rn becomes
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED 

SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
• In case of machine tools having rectilinear main motion

(planers and shapers), the speed range Rn is dependent only
on Rv.

• For other machine tools, Rn is a function of Rv and Rd, large
cutting speeds and diameter ranges are required.

• Generally, when selecting a machine tool, the speed range Rn
is increased by 25% for future developments in the cutting tool
materials.

• Table 2.4 shows the maximum speed ranges in modern
machine tools.
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SPEED DRIVES: Gearboxes
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Arithmetic Progression

• Let n1, n2, … , nz be arranged according to arithmetic progression. Then

• The sawtooth diagram in such a case is shown in Figure 2.30. Accordingly, for
an economical cutting speed v0, the lowest speed vl is not constant; it
decreases with increasing diameter.

• Therefore, the arithmetic progression does not permit economical machining
at large diameter ranges.

• The main disadvantage of such an arrangement is that the percentage drop
from step to step δn decreases as the speed increases.

• Thus the speeds are not evenly distributed and more concentrated and
closely stepped, in the small diameter range than in the large one.

• Stepping speeds according to arithmetic progression are used in Norton
gearboxes or gearboxes with a sliding key when the number of shafts is only
two.
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Stepping of Speeds According to Arithmetic Progression
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• As shown in Figure 2.31, the percentage drop from one step to the other is
constant, and the absolute loss of economically expedient cutting speed Δv is
constant all over the whole diameter range.

• The relative loss of cutting speed Δvmax/v0 is also constant.
• Geometric progression, therefore, allows machining to take place between

limits v0 and vu independent of the WP diameter, where v0 is the economical
cutting speed and vu is the allowable minimum cutting speed.

• Now suppose that n1, n2, n3, … ,nz are the spindle speeds. According to the
geometric progression,

• where φ is the progression ratio.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• The spindle speeds can be expressed in terms of the minimal speed n1 and 
progression ratio φ.

• Hence, the maximum spindle speed nz is given by

• where z is the number of spindle speeds, therefore,

• from which
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• Progression ratios are standardized according to ISO standards in such a way
as to allow standard speeds and feeds, including full load induction motor
speeds of 2800, 1400, and 710 rpm to be used.

• Table 2.5 shows the standard values of φ according to ISO/R229. Similarly,
machine tool speeds are standardized according to ISO/R229.

• Such speeds enable the direct drive of machine tool spindles using induction
motors with changing poles.

• The full load speeds of induction motors are 236, 280, 322, 472, 200, 710, 920,
1400, and 2800 rpm.

• Tables 2.6 and 2.7 show the standard speeds and feeds
• according to ISO/R229.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• Illustrative Example
• The following speeds form a geometric progression. Find the progression ratio 

and the percentage increase in the speed series.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• Solution

• Or

• The percentage increase in speed δn
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Stepping of Speeds According to Geometric Progression

• Illustrative Example
• Given n1 = 2.8 rpm, nz = 31.50 rpm, and φ = 1.41, calculate the speed range Rn

and the number of speeds z.
• Solution
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: 

STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: Feed Gearboxes

• Feed gearboxes are designed to provide the feed rates required for
the machining operation.

• The values of feed rates are determined by the specified surface
finish, tool life, and the rate of material removal.

• The classification of feed gearboxes according to the type of
mechanism used to change the rate of feed is as follows:

• 1. Feed gearboxes with pick-off gears. Used in batch-production
machine tools with infrequent changeover from job to job, such as
automatic, semiautomatic, single-purpose, and special-purpose
machine tools. These gearboxes are simple in design and are similar
to those used for speed changing (Figure 2.29).
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: 

STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: Feed Gearboxes

• 2. Feed gearboxes with sliding gears. These gearboxes are widely
used in general-purpose machine tools, transmit high torques, and
operate at high speeds. Figure 2.36 shows a typical gearbox that
provides four different ratios. Accordingly, gears Z2, Z4, Z6, and Z8 are
keyed to the drive shaft and mesh, respectively, with gears Z1, Z3, Z5,
and Z7, which are mounted freely on the driven key shaft. The sliding
key engages any gear on the driven shaft. The engaged gear
transmits the motion to the driven shaft while the rest of the gears
remain idle.

• The main drawbacks of such feed boxes are the power loss and wear
occurring due to the rotation of idle gears and insufficient rigidity of
the sliding key shaft. Feed boxes with sliding gears are used in small-
and medium-size drilling machines and turret lathes.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES: 

STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: Feed Gearboxes

• 3. Norton gearboxes. These gearboxes provide an arithmetic series of
feed steps that is suitable for cutting threads and so are widely used
in engine lathe feed gearboxes as shown in Figure 2.37.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPPED SPEED DRIVES: 

Preselection of Feeds and Speeds

• Preselection mechanisms in machine tools are used to select the
speeds and feeds for the next machining operation during the
machining time of the current operation. Once the current operation
is finished, the selected speed and feed are automatically switched
on with the press of a button.

• The main advantage of such a system in machine tools is to save the
significant secondary time normally used for selecting the speeds
and feeds at the end of each machining operation.

• Consequently, the total production time is reduced. The adoption of
preselection mechanisms is justified whenever the speeds and feeds
of the machine tool are frequently changed.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives

• Infinitely variable speed (stepless) drives provide output speeds,
forming infinitely variable ratios to the input ones.

• Such units are used for main as well as feed drives to provide the
most suitable speed or feed for each job, thereby reducing the
machining time.

• They also enable machining to be achieved at a constant cutting
speed, which leads to an increased tool life and ensures uniform
surface finish.

• The easy and smooth changing of the speed or feed, without
stopping the machine, results in an appreciable reduction in the
production time that raises the productivity of the machine tool.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives

• Stepless speed drives may be mechanical, hydraulic, or electric.
• The selection of the suitable drive depends on the purpose of the

machine tool, power requirements, speed range ratio, mechanical
characteristics of the machining operation, and cost of the variable
speed unit.

• In most stepless drives, the torque transmission is not positive. Their
operation involves friction and slip losses.

• However, they are more compact, less expensive, and quieter in
operation than the stepped speed control elements.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives

• Mechanical stepless drives include the following
types:

1. Friction Stepless Drive
2. Kopp Variator
3. Toroidal and Reeves Mechanisms
4. Positive Infi nitely Variable Drive
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives: Friction Stepless Drive

• Figure 2.39 shows
the disk-type
friction stepless
mechanism.
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives: Friction Stepless Drive

• Accordingly, the drive shaft rotates at a constant
speed n1 as well as the friction roller of diameter d.

• The output speed of the driven shaft rotates at a
variable speed n2 that depends on the
instantaneous diameter D.

• Because

• hence
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives: Friction Stepless Drive

• The diameter ratio d/D can be varied in infinitely small steps by
the axial displacement of the friction roller.

• If the friction force between the friction roller and the disk is F,

• If the power, contact pressure, transmission force, and efficiency
are constant, the output torque T2 is inversely proportional to the
speed of the output shaft n2.

• Due to the small contact area, a certain amount of slip occurs,
which makes this arrangement suitable for transmitting small
torques and is limited to reduction ratios not more than 1:4.
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Kopp Variator
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives: Kopp Variator

• In the Kopp variator, shown in Figure 2.40, the drive balls (4)
mounted on inclinable axes (3) run in contact with identical,
effective radii r1 = r2, and drive cones (1 and 2) are fixed on
coaxial input and output shafts.

• When the axes of the drive balls (3) are parallel to the drive
shaft axes, the input and output speeds are the same.

• When they are tilted, r1 and r2 change, which leads to the
increase or decrease of the speed.

• Using Kopp mechanism, a speed range of 9:1, efficiency of
higher than 80% and 0.25–12 hp capacity are obtainable.
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Toroidal and Reeves Mechanisms
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MACHINE TOOL DRIVES:STEPLESS SPEED DRIVES: 

Mechanical Stepless Drives: Toroidal and Reeves Mechanisms
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Toroidal and Reeves Mechanisms

• Figure 2.42 shows the Reeves variable speed transmission,
which consists of a pair of pulleys connected by a V-shaped
belt; each pulley is made up of two conical disks.

• These disks slide equally and simultaneously along the shaft
and rotate with it. To adjust the diameter of the pulley, the two
disks on the shaft are made to approach each other so that
the diameter is increased or decreased.

• The ratio of the driving diameter to the driven one can be
easily changed and, therefore, any desired speed can be
obtained without stopping the machine.

• Drives of this type are available with up to 8:1 speed range
and 10 hp capacity.
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Positive Infinitely Variable Drive
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Positive Infinitely Variable Drive
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• Figure 2.43 shows a positive torque transmission arrangement
that consists of two chain wheels, each of which consists of a
pair of cones that are movable along the shafts in the axial
direction.

• The teeth of the chain wheels are connected by a special
chain. By rotating the screw, the levers get moved thus
changing the location of the chain pulleys, and hence the
speed of rotation provides a speed ratio of up to 6 and is
available with power rating up to 50 hp.

• The use of infinite variable speed units in machine tool drives
and feed units is limited by their higher cost and lower
efficiency or speed range.
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Electrical Stepless Speed Drive
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• Figure 2.44 shows the Leonard set, which consists of an
induction motor that drives the direct current generator and
an exciter (E).

• The dc generator provides the armature current for the dc
motor, and the exciter provides the field current; both are
necessary for the dc motors that drive the machine tool.

• The speed control of the dc motor takes place by adjusting
both the armature and the field voltages by means of the
variable resistances A and F, respectively.
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Electrical Stepless Speed Drive
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Mechanical Stepless Drives: Electrical Stepless Speed Drive
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• By varying the resistance A, the terminal voltage of the dc
generator and hence the rotor voltage of the dc motor can
be adjusted between zero and a maximum value.

• The Leonard set has a limited efficiency: it is large, expensive,
and noisy.

• Nowadays, dc motors and thyrestors that permit direct supply
to the dc motors from an alternating current (ac) mains are
available and, therefore, the Leonard set can be completely
eliminated.

• Thyrestor feed drives can be regulated such that the system
offers infinitely variable speed control.
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• The speeds of machine tools can be hydraulically regulated
by controlling the oil discharge circulated in a hydraulic
system consisting of a pump and hydraulic motor, both of the
vane type, as shown in Figure 2.45.

• This is achieved by changing either the eccentricity of the
pump ep or the eccentricity of the hydraulic motor em or both.

• The vane pump running approximately at a constant speed
delivers the pressurized oil to the vane type hydraulic motor,
which is coupled to the machine tool spindle.

• To change the direction of rotation of the hydraulic motor, the
reversal of the pump eccentricity is preferred.

• Speed control in hydraulic circuits can be accomplished by
throttling the quantity of fluid flowing into or out of the
hydrocylinders or hydromotor.
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• The advantages of the hydraulic systems are as follows:
1. Has a wide range of speed variation
2. Changes in the magnitude and direction of speed can be

easily performed
3. Provides smooth and quiet operation
4. Ensures self-lubrication
5. Has automatic protection against overloads
• The major drawback to a hydraulic system is that the

operation of the hydraulic drive becomes unstable at low
speeds.

• Additionally, the oil viscosity varies with temperature and may
cause fluctuations in feed and speed rates.
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• Figure 2.46 shows a planetary transmission with bevel gears
that is widely used in machine tools.

• Accordingly, any two members may be the driving members,
while the third one is the driven member.

• The differential contains central gears Z1 and Z4, and satellites
Z2 and Z3 (an additional wheel) rotated by worm gear 2.
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• The differential can operate as follows (Chernov, 1984):
• 1. Z4 is a driving member, the carrier is a driven member, and

worm gear 2 is stationary.
• 2. The carrier is a driving member, gear Z4 is a driven member,

and worm gear 2 is stationary.
• 3. Gear wheel Z1 is a driving member (rotated by worm gear

2), gear wheel Z4 is a driven member, and the carrier is fixed.
• 4. The carrier is a driving member, so is gear Z1, and gear

wheel Z4 is a driven member.
• 5. Gear wheels Z1 and Z4 are driving members and the carrier is

a driven member.
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• The principal relationship between axes speed is described by
Willis formula, with Z2 = Z3 and Z1 = Z4, as follows:

• The minus sign in the previous equation indicates that gear
wheels Z1 and Z4 rotate in opposite direction when the carrier
is stationary.
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• Most of machine tool drives operate on standard three-phase
50 Hz, 400/440 V ac supply.

• The selection of motors for machine tools depends on the
following:

1. Motor power
2. The power supply used (ac/dc)
3. Electrical characteristics of the motor
4. Mechanical features that include mounting, transmission of

drive, noise level, and the type of cooling
5. Overload capacity
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• Squirrel-cage induction motors are the most popular due to
their simplicity, robustness, availability with a wide range of
operating characteristics, and low cost.

• Alternating current (ac) motors can provide infinitely variable
speed over a wide range; however, their cost is high.

• Direct current (dc) shunt motors with field and armature
control are commonly used for the main drives.

• For traverse drives, dc series or compound wound motors are
preferred.

• Table 2.8 shows the different machine tool motors
recommended for machine tools (Nagpal, 1996).
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• Movements of machine tool elements can be reversed by
mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic devices.

• Among these are the mechanisms with spur gears and bevel
gears.

• Figure 2.47 shows the reversing mechanisms with sliding spur
gears (a) and those with fixed gears and clutches (b).

• Figure 2.47 also shows the reversing mechanism with bevel
gears and a double-claw clutch (c).

• Hydraulic reversal of motion is effected by redirection of the oil
delivered to an operative cylinder using a directional control
valve, and electrical reversal is achieved by changing the
direction of the drive motor rotation.
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• Shaft couplings are used to fasten together the ends of two
coaxial shafts. Permanent couplings cannot be disengaged while
clutches engage and disengage shafts in operation.

• Safety clutches avoid the breakdown of the engaging
mechanisms due to sharp increase in load, while overrunning
clutches transmit the motion in only one direction.

• Figure 2.48 shows permanent couplings.
• Figure 2.49 shows a typical claw clutch (a) and a toothed clutch

(b). These two clutches cannot be engaged when the difference
• between the speeds of shafts is high.
• However, a friction clutch (c) can be engaged regardless of the

speeds of its two members.
• Additionally, they can slip in case of overloading. Other types of

clutches include friction multidisk, contactless magnetic, or
hydraulic clutch (Chernov, 1984).
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• Brakes are used in machine tools to quickly slow or completely
stop their moving parts.

• This step can be performed using mechanical, electrical, or
hydraulic (or a combination of these) devices.

• Figure 2.50 shows the shoe brake in which shoes (1 and 6) are
connected by a rod (3), whose length is controlled by a nut
(2) that controls the clearance between the shoes and the
pulley (7).

• Braking is achieved by pressing the shoe against the pulley by
an arm (4) driven by the brake actuator (5).

• Band brakes operate frequently by electromagnetic or
solenoid actuators.
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• In a multiple-disk friction brake, shown in Figure 2.51, when the
shaft sleeve (3) is moved to the left, it engages with its lever
(2), which, in turn, compresses the clutch disks, thereby
engaging the clutch.

• For braking, the sliding sleeve (3) is moved to the right,
disengaging the clutch (1) and engaging the friction brake
(4).
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• Ruled flat surfaces are machined on the shaping or planing
machines by the combined reciprocating motion and the side
feed of the tool and WP.

• Figure 2.52 shows the quick-return mechanism of the shaper
machine.

• Accordingly, the length of the stroke is controlled by the radial
position of the crank pin and sliders A and B.

• The time taken for the crank pin to move through the angle
corresponding to the cutting stroke α is less than that of the
noncutting stroke β (the usual ratio is 2:1).

• Velocity curves for the cutting and reverse strokes are shown
in Figure 2.52. The maximum speed occurs when the link is
vertical.
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• The speed of the link at point P for a given stroke length L will
be that at the corresponding crank radius r, hence, the
cutting speed vc at point P1 is
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• Similarly, the maximum reverse speed vr is given by the
following equation:

• In terms of the stroke length for maximum radius using similar
triangles OBA and OCD
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• Hence

• And

• therefore, the speed ratio, Q
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• Example
In the slotted arm quick-return mechanism of the shaping
machine, the maximum quick-return ratio is 3/2 and the stroke
length is 400 mm. Calculate the length of the slotted arm.
Calculate the maximum quick-return ratio if the stroke length is
180 mm.
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• Solution
• The quick-return ratio Q

• The quick-return ratio Q, for L = 180 mm
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• This arrangement is shown in Figure 2.53; when AB rotates, it
drives CE about D by means of the slider F so that G moves
horizontally along MN. AB moves through an angle (360° − α)
while CE moves through 180°, which is less than 360° − α.

• Also, the crank moves through α while CE moves through 180°,
which is greater than α.

• Hence, with a uniformly rotating crank, the link moves through
one-half of its revolution more quickly than the other. The
angle α is used for the return stroke.
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• Hence

• The stroke can be changed by altering the radius DE, with the
angle α being unchanged.

• Provided that the fixed center D lies on the line of movement
of G, the ratio of the cutting speed to the return speed lies
between 1:2 and 1:2.5.
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• As shown in Figure 2.54, the electrically driven pump supplies
the fluid under pressure to the operating cylinder through the
solenoid operated valve.

• The piston is connected to the machine table.
• At the end of the forward stroke, the direction control valve

reverses the direction of the flow through limit switches set at
the stroke limits and the table moves backward.
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• The operating characteristics of a machine tool component
depend on the proper choice of the material of each
component.

• The most extensively used materials in machine tool
components include CI and steels.
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• In the majority of cases, machine tool beds and frames are
made of gray CI (see Table 2.9) because of its good damping
characteristics.

• If the guideways are cast as an integral part of the bed,
frame, column, and so on, the high wear resistance grade CI
(GG22 or A48-30B) with pearlitic matrix is recommended for
medium-size machine tool beds and frames for a wall
thickness of 10–30 mm and the grade GG26 or A48-40B for a
wall thickness of 20–60 mm.

• High-strength, wear-resistant special gray CI of the grade
(GG30 or A48-50B) with a pearlitic structure can be used for
heavy machine tool beds with a wall thickness of more than
20 mm.
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• Due to the drawbacks associated with the manufacture of
beds and frames by casting, beds and frames are made by
welding rolled steel sheets.

• The elastic limit and the mechanical properties of such steel
are higher than those of CI.

• Therefore, much less material (50–75%) is required for welded
steel structures or beds than CI ones, to be subjected to the
same forces and torques, if the rigidity and stiffness of the two
structures are made equal.

• CI beds are more often used in large-lot production, while
welded steel beds and frames are preferable in job or small-lot
production.
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• The majority of machine tool components, such as spindles,
guides, shafts, springs, keys, forks, and levers, are generally
made of steels.

• Since the Young’s modulus of various types of steels cannot
vary by more than ±3%, the use of the alloy steels for machine
tool components does not provide any advantages unless
their application is dedicated by other requirements.

• Tables 2.10 and 2.11 show the different types of structural and
alloy steels frequently used in machine tools.

• Structural steels are used when no special requirements are
needed.

• Case hardening steels of carbon content <0.25%,
phosphorous (P) or sulfur (S) should not exceed 0.40% are used
when the surface hardness of the component should be very
high while the core remains tough.
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• Typical applications of case-hardening steels are in gears,
shafts, and spindles.

• Tempered steels, shown in Table 2.12, contain higher carbon
content than case-hardened steels.

• They are used when high strength and toughness are required.
• Nonalloy tempered steels are used for machine components

that are not heavily loaded.
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• For components that are heavily loaded, such as gears,
spindles, and shafts, the alloy type is recommended.

• Nitriding steels (see Table 2.13) contain aluminum as the main
alloying element.

• After nitriding, the components possess an extraordinary
surface hardness and therefore are used for machine parts
subjected to wear such as spindles, guideways, and gears.

• The main advantage of the nitriding steel is minimum distortion
after nitriding.
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• After manufacture or repair of any machine tool, a machine
tool test (usually called an acceptance test) should be
performed according to the approved general specification.

• Such tests are essential because the accuracy and the
surface quality of parts produced depend on the
performance of the machine tool used.

• Testing machine tools has the following general advantages:
1. Determines the precision class and the accuracy capabilities

of the machine tool
2. Prepares plans for preventive maintenance
3. Determines the actual condition and hence the expected life

of the machine tool
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• Machine tool tests are classified into two categories:
1. geometrical alignment tests
2. Performance tests.
• Geometrical tests cover the manufactured accuracy of

machine tools.
• These tests are carried out to determine the various

relationships between the various machine tool elements
when idle and unloaded (static test).

• They include checking parallelism of the spindle and a lathe
bed, squareness of the table movement to the milling
machine spindle, straightness of guideways, and so on.

• Static tests are inadequate to judge the machine tool
performance, because they do not reveal the machine tool
rigidity or the accuracy of machining.
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• The normal procedure for acceptance tests is made through
the following steps:

1. Checking the principal horizontal and vertical planes and axes
using a spirit level

2. Checking the guiding and bearing surfaces for parallelism,
flatness, and straightness, using dial gauge, test mandrel,
straight edge, and squares

3. Checking the various movements in different directions using dial
gauges, mandrels, straight edges, and squares

4. Testing the spindle concentricity, axial slip, and accuracy of axis
5. Conducting working tests to check whether the accuracy of

machined parts are within the specified limits
6. Preparing acceptance charts for the machine tool that specify

the type of test and the range of allowable limits of
deformation, deflection, error in squareness, flatness
eccentricity, parallelism, and amplitude of vibrations
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• In contrast, dynamic tests are used to check the working
accuracy of machine tools through the

• following steps:
1. Performing an idle run test and operation check mechanisms
2. Checking for geometrical accuracy and surface roughness of

the machined parts
3. Performing rigidity and vibration tests
• Standards for testing machine tools are covered by

Schlesinger (1961).
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• Machine tools cannot produce accurate parts throughout
their working life if there is excessive wear in their moving
parts.

• Machine tool maintenance delays the possible deterioration
in machine tools and avoids the machine stoppage time
that leads to lower productivity and higher production cost.

• Maintenance is classified under the following schemes.
1. Preventive Maintenance
2. Corrective Maintenance
3. Reconditioning
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• Preventative maintenance is mainly carried out to reduce wear
and prevent disruption of the production program.

• Lubrication of all the moving parts that are subjected to sliding
or rolling friction is essential.

• A regular planned preventive maintenance consists of minor
and medium repairs as well as major overhaul.

• The features of a well-conceived preventive maintenance
scheme include

1. adequate records covering the volume of work,
2. inspection frequency schedule,
3. identification of all items to be included in the maintenance

program,
4. well-qualified personnel.
• Preventive maintenance of machine tools ensures reliability,

safety, and the availability of the right machine at the right time.
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• When a machine tool is in use, it should be regularly checked
to determine whether wear has reached the level when
corrective maintenance should be carried out to avoid
machine tool failure.

• A record of all previous repairs shows those elements of the
machine tool that need frequent inspection.

• Additionally, such records are used for decisions regarding
the need for machine tool reconditioning and replacement.
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• The need for machine tool recondition is determined by the
frequency of the corrective maintenance repairs.

• Every machine tool component has a certain life span
beyond which it becomes unserviceable despite the best
preventive maintenance.

• A major overhaul or reconditioning is required.
• Inspection reports of the machine indicate the components

to be replaced, labor time, and the cost estimate.
• As a general rule, it is undesirable to recondition the machine

if the cost exceeds 50% of buying new equipment.
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1. State the main requirements of a machine tool.
2. Give examples for open and closed machine tool structures.
3. Explain why closed box elements are best suited for machine

tool structures.
4. Sketch the different types of ribbing systems used in machine

tool frames.
5. Explain what is meant by light- and heavyweight construction

in machine tools.
6. Sketch the different types of machine tool guideways.
7. Show how wear is compensated for in machine tool

guideways.
8. Differentiate between cast and welded structures.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
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9. Distinguish among the kinematic, structural, and speed diagrams
of gearboxes.

10. Show an example of externally pressurized and rolling friction
guideways.

11. Show the different schemes of spindle mounting in machine
tools.

12. What are the main applications of pick-off gears, feed
gearboxes with a sliding gear, and Norton gearboxes?

13. Compare between toroidal and disk-type stepless speed
mechanisms.

14. Give examples for speed-reversing mechanisms in machine tools.
15. Derive the relationship between the cutting and the reverse

speeds of the quick-return mechanism used in the
mechanical shaper.

16. State the main objectives behind machine tool testing.
17. Compare between corrective and preventive maintenance of

machine tools.
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INTRODUCTION
• Machine tools are factory equipment used for producing

machines, instruments, tools, and all kinds of spare parts.
• Therefore, the size of a country’s stock of machine tools, and

their technical quality and condition, characterize its industrial
and technical potential fairly well.

• Metal cutting machine tools are mainly grouped into the
following categories:

• General-purpose machine tools.
o These are multipurpose machines used for a wide range of work.

• Special-purpose machine tools.
o These are machines used for making one type of part of a special

configuration, such as screw thread and gear cutting machines.
• Capstan, turret, and automated lathes.
• Numerical and computer numerical controlled machine tools.
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INTRODUCTION
• In this chapter, the general-purpose machine tools are

characterized and dealt with in brief.
• This group of machine tools comprises:
• lathes,
• drilling machines,
• milling machines,
• shapers,
• planers,
• slotters,
• boring machines,
• jig boring machines,
• broaching machines,
• microfinishing machines.

LATHE MACHINES AND 

OPERATIONS
• Lathes are generally considered to be the oldest machine

tools still used in industry.
• About one third of the machine tools operating in engineering

plants are lathe machines.
• Lathes are employed for turning external cylindrical, tapered,

and contour surfaces; boring cylindrical and tapered holes,
machining face surfaces, cutting external and internal
threads, knurling, centering, drilling, counterboring,
countersinking, spot facing and reaming of holes, cutting off,
and other operations.

• Lathes are used in both job and mass production.
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LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

TURNING OPERATIONS

• In operations performed on lathes (turning operations), the
primary cutting motion v (rotary) is imparted to the WP, and
the feed motion f (in most cases straight along the axis of the
WP) is imparted to a single-point tool.

• The tool feed rate f is usually very much smaller than the
surface speed v of the WP.

LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

TURNING OPERATIONS
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LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

TURNING OPERATIONS

• Basic machining parameters in turning include:

LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

TURNING OPERATIONS

3. Feed rate f, which is the movement of the tool cutting edge in
millimeters per revolution of the WP (mm/rev).
4. Depth of cut t, which is measured in a direction perpendicular
to the WP axis, for one turning pass.
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5. Undeformed chip cross-section area Ac

LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

TURNING OPERATIONS
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LATHE MACHINES AND OPERATIONS:

METAL CUTTING LATHES

Every engine lathe provides a means for traversing the cutting
tool along the axis of revolution of the WP and at right angles to
it.
Beyond this similarity, the lathe may embody other
characteristics common to several classifications according to
fields of application that ranges from manual to full automatic
machining.
Metal cutting lathes may differ in size and construction.
Among these are the general-purpose machines that include
universal engine lathes, plain turning lathes, facing lathes, and
vertical turning and boring mills.
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METAL CUTTING LATHES: 

Universal Engine Lathes

• Universal engine lathes are widely employed in job and lot
production, as well as for repair work.

• Parts of very versatile forms may be machined by this lathe.
• Its size varies from small bench lathes to heavy-duty lathes for

machining parts weighing many tons.
• Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical universal engine lathe.

METAL CUTTING LATHES: 

Universal Engine Lathes
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METAL CUTTING LATHES: 

Universal Engine Lathes

• The bed (2) carries the headstock (1), which contains the
speed gearbox.

• The bed also mounts the tailstock (6) whose spindle usually
carries the dead center.

• The work may be held between centers, clamped in a chuck,
or held in a fixture mounted on a faceplate.

• If a long shaft (5) is to be machined, it will be insufficient to
clamp one end in a chuck; therefore, it is necessary to support
the other end by the tailstock center.

• In many cases when the length of the shaft exceeds 10 times
its diameter (ℓ > 10 D), a steady rest or follower rest is used to
support these long shafts.

METAL CUTTING LATHES: 

Universal Engine Lathes

• Single-point tools are clamped in a square turret (4) mounted
on the carriage (3).

• Tools such as drills, core drills, and reamers are inserted in the
tailstock spindle after removing the center.

• The carriage (3), to which the apron (10) is secured, may
traverse along the guideways either manually or powered.

• The cross slide can also be either manually or power traversed
in the cross direction.

• Surfaces of revolution are turned by longitudinal traverse of
the carriage.

• The cross slide feeds the tool in the cross direction to perform
facing, recessing, forming, and knurling operations.

• Power traverse of the carriage or cross slide is obtained
through the feed mechanism.
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Universal Engine Lathes

• Rotation is transmitted from the spindle through change gears
and the quick change feed gearbox (11) to either the lead
screw (8) or feed rod (9).

• From either of these, motion is transmitted to the carriage.
Powered motion of the lead screw is used only for cutting
threads using a threading tool.

• In all other cases, the carriage is traversed by hand or
powered from the feed rod. Carriage feed is obtained by a
pinion and rack (7) fastened to the bed.

• The pinion may be actuated manually or powered from the
feed rod. The cross slide is powered by the feed rod through a
gearing system in the apron (10).

• During thread cutting, the half nuts (9) are closed by the lever
(10) over the lead screw (1).
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Universal Engine Lathes

• Specifications of an Engine Lathe
• Figure 3.4 shows the main dimensions that indicate the

capacity of an engine lathe. These are:
• Maximum diameter D of work accommodated over the bed

(swing over bed). According to most of national standards, D
varies from 100 to 6300 mm, arranged in geometric
progression φ = 1.26.

• Maximum diameter D1 of work accommodated over the
carriage.

• Distance between centers, which determines the maximum
work length. It is measured with the tailstock shifted to its
extreme right-hand position without overhanging.

• Maximum bore diameter of spindle, which determines the bar
capacity (maximum bar stock).
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Universal Engine Lathes

• In addition to these dimensions, other important specifications
are:

• Number of spindle speeds and speed range
• Number of feeds and feed range
• Motor power and speed
• Overall dimensions and net weight
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• Setting Up the Engine Lathe for Taper Turning
• Tapered surfaces are turned by employing one of the

following methods (Figure 3.5):
a) By swiveling the compound rest to the required angle α.

Before performing the operation, the compound rest is to be
clamped in this position. The tool is fed manually by rotating
handle (1).

• This method is used for turning short internal and external
tapers with large taper angles, while the work is commonly
held in a chuck and a straight turning tool is used (Figure 3.5a).
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Universal Engine Lathes

b) By using a straight-edge broad-nose tool. The tool of width
that exceeds the taper being turned is cross-fed. The work is
held in a chuck or clamped on a faceplate (Figure 3.5b).
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Universal Engine Lathes

c) By setting over the tailstock.
• The angle of taper α should not exceed 8°. Since the turned

surface is parallel to the spindle axis, the powered feed of the
carriage can be used while the work is to be mounted
between centers as shown in Figure 3.5c.

• Before turning cylindrical surfaces, it is a good practice to
check whether the tailstock is not previously set over for taper
turning; otherwise, tapered surfaces are produced.
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Universal Engine Lathes

d) By using a taper-turning attachment. This is best suited for
long tapered work. The cross slide (1) is disengaged from the
cross feed screw and is linked through the tie (2) to the slide
(3) (Figure 3.5d).
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• Setting Up the Engine Lathe for Turning Contoured Surfaces
with a Tracer Device

• Longitudinal contoured surfaces are produced using a tracer
device similar to the taper-turning attachment, except that
the template of the required profile is substituted by the guide
bar.

• Disadvantages of such mechanical duplicating are the
difficulties in making a template sufficiently accurate and
strong enough to withstand the cutting force and the rapid
wear of such templates.

• A mechanical tracer for turning spherical surfaces, shown in
Figure 3.6, operates by similar principles.
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Universal Engine Lathes

• Accordingly, the template (1) is clamped in the tailstock
spindle and a roller (2) is clamped in the square turret opposite
the tool (3) and in contact with the template.

• If the cross feed is transmitted to the cross slide, the profile of
the template will be produced on the WP.

• When much contour turning work is to be done with
longitudinal feeds, a hydraulic tracer slide is often installed on
engine lathe where the stylus sliding on the template does not
carry the cutting force.
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Universal Engine Lathes

• Setting Up the Engine Lathe for Cutting Screw Threads
• In some cases when the machine has not a quick-change

gearbox, or when the thread pitch to be cut is nonstandard,
change gears must be used and setup on the quadrant as
shown in Figure 3.7.
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• Because one revolution of the spindle provides the pitch tth of
the screw thread to be produced, the kinematic linkage is
given by the following equation:
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• Holding the Work on Engine Lathe
• WP fixation on an engine lathe depends mainly upon the

geometrical features of the WP and the precision required.
The WP can be held between centers, on a mandrel, in a
chuck, or on a faceplate:

1. Holding the WP between centers
• A dog plate (1) and a lathe dog (2) are used (Figure 3.8a).
• It is an accurate method for clamping a long WP.
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• The tailstock center may be a dead center (Figure 3.8b), or a
live center (Figure 3.8c), when the work is rotating at high
speed. In such a case, rests are used to support long WPs to
prevent their deflection under the action of the cutting forces.
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• The steady rest (Figure 3.9a) is mounted on the guideways of
the bed while the follower rest (Figure 3.9b) is mounted on the
saddle of the carriage.
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2. Clamping hollow WPs on mandrels.
• Mandrels are used to hold WPs with previously machined

holes. The WP to be machined (2) is tightly fitted on a conical
mandrel, tapered at 0.001, and provided with center holes to
be clamped between centers using a dog plate and a lathe
dog (Figure 3.10a).

• The expanding mandrel (Figure 3.10b) consists of a conical
rod (1), a split sleeve (2), and nuts (3 and 4).

• The work is held by expansion of a sleeve (2), as the latter is
displaced along the conical rod (1) by nut (3).

• Nut (4) removes the work from the mandrel.
• There is a flat (5) on the left of the conical rod used for the

setscrew of the driving lathe dog.
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3. Clamping the WP in a chuck.
• The most commonly employed method of holding short work

is to clamp it in a chuck (Figure 3.11a).
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• If the work length is considerably large relative to its diameter,
supporting the free end with the tailstock dead or live center
(Figure 3.11b) is also used.
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• Chucks may be universal (self-centering) of three jaws, which
are expanded and drawn simultaneously (Figure 3.11c).
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• they may be independent of four jaws (Figure 3.11d).
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• The three-jaw chucks are used to clamp circular and
hexagonal rods, whereas the independent four-jaw chucks
are especially useful in clamping irregular and nonsymmetrical
WPs.

• Air-operated (pneumatic) chucks are commonly used in
batch or mass production by increasing the degree of
automation (Figure 3.12).

• The piston (1) is attached to a rod that moves it to the right or
to the left depending on which chamber of the pneumatic
cylinder is fed with compressed air.

• The end of the rod is connected to three levers (2), which
expand jaws (3) in a radial direction to clamp orrelease the
WP.
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4. Clamping the WP on a faceplate.
• Large WPs cannot be clamped in a chuck and are, therefore,

mounted either directly on a faceplate (Figure 3.13a), or
mounted on a plate fixture (2) that is attached to faceplate
(1) (Figure 3.13b).

• The work (3) and angle plate (2) must be counterbalanced by
using the counterweight (4) mounted at the opposite position
on the faceplate.

• The plate fixture has been proved to be highly efficient in
machining asymmetrical work of complex and irregular shape.
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Other Types of General‐Purpose 

Metal Cutting Lathes
• These include plain turning lathes, facing lathes, and vertical

turning and boring mills.
• Facing
• lathes, vertical turning and boring mills, and heavy-duty plain

turning lathes are generally used for heavy work.
• They are characterized by low speeds, large feeds, and high

cutting torques.
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Cutting Lathes: Plain turning lathes

1. Plain turning lathes.
• Plain turning lathes differ from engine lathes in that they do

not have a lead screw. They perform all types of lathe work
except threading and chasing. The absence of the lead
screw substantially simplifies the kinematic features and the
construction of the feed gear trains.

• Their dimensional data are similar to those of engine lathes.
Plain turning lathes are available in three different size ranges:
small, medium, and heavy duty.

• Heavy-duty plain turning lathes have several common
carriages that are powered either from a common feed rod,
linked kinematically to the lathe spindle, or powered from a
variable speed dc motor mounted on each carriage.

• The tailstock traverses along the guideway by a separate
drive.
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Metal Cutting Lathes: Facing lathes.
2. Facing lathes.
• These are used to machine work of large diameter and short

length in single-piece production and for repair jobs.
• These machines are generally used for turning external,

internal, and taper surfaces, facing, boring, and so on.
• Facing lathes have relatively small length and large diameter

of faceplates (up to 4 m).
• Sometimes, they are equipped with a tailstock.
• Its construction differs, to some extent, from the center lathe.
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Metal Cutting Lathes: Facing lathes.
• It consists of the base plate (1), headstock (4) with faceplate

(5), bed (2), carriage (3), and tailstock (6) (Figure 3.14).
• The work is clamped on the faceplate using jaws, or clamps,

and T-slot bolts.
• It may be additionally supported by the tailstock center.
• The feed gear train is powered from a separate motor to

provide the longitudinal and transverse feeds.
• Facing lathes have been almost superseded by vertical

turning and boring mills; however, because of their simple
construction and low cost, they are still employed.
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Vertical turning and boring mills.

• These machines are employed in machining heavy pieces of
large diameters and relatively small lengths.

• They are used for turning and boring of cylindrical and 
tapered surfaces, facing, drilling, countersinking, 
counterboring, and reaming. 

• In vertical turning and boring mills, the heavy work can be
mounted on rotating tables more conveniently and safely as
compared to facing lathes.

• The horizontal surface of the worktable excludes completely
the overhanging load on the spindle of the facing lathes.

• This facilitates the application of high-velocity machining and,
at the same time, enables high accuracy to be attained.

• These small machines are called vertical turret lathes. As their
name implies, they are equipped with turret heads, which
increase their productivity.
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Drilling and Drilling Allied 

Operations
• Drilling Operation
• Drilling is a process used extensively by which through or blind

holes are originated or enlarged in a WP.
• This process involves feeding a rotating cutting tool (drill) along

its axis of rotation into a stationary WP (Figure 3.15).
• The axial feed rate f is usually very small when compared to

the peripheral speed v.
• Drilling is considered a roughing operation and, therefore, the

accuracy and surface finish in drilling are generally not of
much concern.

• If high accuracy and good finish are required, drilling must be
followed by some other operation such as reaming, boring, or
grinding.
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Operations
• The most commonly employed drilling tool is the twist drill,

which is available in diameters ranging from 0.25 to 80 mm.
• A standard twist drill (Figure 3.16) is characterized by a

geometry in which the normal rake and the velocity of the
cutting edge are a function of their distance from the center
of the drill.
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Operations
• Referring to the terminology of twist drill shown in Figure 3.17,

the helix angle of the twist drill is the equivalent of the rake
angle of other cutting tools.

• The standard helix is 30°, which, together with a point angle of
118°, is suitable for drilling steel and CI (Figure 3.17a).

• Drills with a helix angle of 20°, known as slow-helix drills, are
available with a point of 118° for cutting brass and bronze
(Figure 3.17b), and with a point of 90° for cutting plastics.
Quick helix drills, with a helix angle of 40° and a point of 100°,
are suitable for drilling softer materials such as aluminum alloys
and copper (Figure 3.17c). Figure 3.18 visualizes the basic
machining parameters in drilling and enlarging holes.
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• Drilling Allied Operations
• Drilling allied or alternative operations such as core drilling,

center drilling, counterboring, countersinking, spot facing,
reaming, tapping, and other operations can also be
performed on drilling machines as shown in Figure 3.19.

• Accordingly, the main and feed motion are the same as in
drilling; that is, the drill rotates while it is fed into the stationary
WP.

• In these processes, the tool shape and geometry depend
upon the machining process to be performed.
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• The same operations can be accomplished in some other

machine by holding the tool stationary and rotating the work.
The most general example is performing these processes on a
center lathe, in which the tool (drill, counterbore, reamer, tap,
and so on) is held in the tailstock and the work is held and
rotated by a chuck (Figure 3.20).
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

DRILLING MACHINES
• The general-purpose drilling machines are classified as
1. Bench-type sensitive drill presses
2. Upright drill presses
3. Radial drills
4. Multispindle drilling machines
5. Horizontal drilling machines for drilling deep holes
• The most widely used in the general engineering industries are

the upright drill presses and radial drills.
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Bench-Type Sensitive Drill Presses
• These drill presses are used for machining small diameter holes

of 0.25–12 mm diameter.
• Manual feeding characterizes this machine and that is why

they are called “sensitive.”
• High speeds are typical for bench-type sensitive drill presses.
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Upright Drill Presses
• These machines are used for machining holes up

to 50 mm in diameter in relatively small-size work.
• It has a wide range of spindle speeds and feeds.
• Therefore, they are employed not only for drilling

from solid material, but also for core drilling,
reaming, and tapping operations.

• Figure 3.23 illustrates the gearing diagram of the
machine.
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Cutting movements.
• As shown in the gearing diagram (Figure 3.23), the kinematic

chain equations for the maximum spindle speed and feed are
given by
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Auxiliary movements.
• The drill head, housing the speed and feed gearboxes, moves

along the machine column through the gear train: worm
gearing 1/20-rack and pinion (z = 14, m = 2). The machine
table can be moved vertically by hand through bevels 18/45
and an elevating screw driven by means of a handle (Figure
3.23).
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Radial Drilling Machines.
• These machines are especially designed for drilling,

counterboring, countersinking, reaming, and tapping holes in
heavy and bulky WPs that are inconvenient or impossible to
machine on the upright drilling machines. They are suitable for
multitool machining in individual and batch production.
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• Radial drilling machines (Figure 3.24) differ from upright drill

presses in that the spindle axis is made to coincide with the
axis of the hole being machined by moving the spindle in a
system of polar coordinate to the hole, while the work is
stationary.

• This is achieved by:
1. Swinging the radial arm (4) about the rigid column (2)
2. Raising or lowering the radial arm on the column by the

arm-elevating and –clamping mechanism (3) to
accommodate the WP height

3. Moving the spindle head (5) along the guideways of the
radial arm (4)
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• Accordingly, the tool is located at any required point on the

stationary WP, which is set either on detachable table (6) or
directly on base (1).

• After the maneuvering tasks performed by the radial arm and
spindle head, they are held in position using power-operated
clamping devices.

• The spindle head gearing diagram of the radial drilling
machine is very similar to that of the upright drill press.
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DRILLING MACHINES
• Multispindle Drilling Machines.
• These are mainly used in lot production for machining WPs

requiring simultaneous drilling, reaming, and tapping of a
large number of holes in different planes of the WP.

• A single spindle drilling machine is not economical for such
purposes, as not only a considerably large number of
machines and operators are required but also the machining
cycle is longer.
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• There are three types of multiplespindle drilling machines:

a. Gang multispindle drilling machines.
• The spindles (2–6) are arranged in a row, and each spindle is

driven by its own motor.
• The gang machine is in fact several upright drilling machines

having a common base and single worktable (Figure 3.25).
They are used for consecutive machining of different holes in
one WP, or for the machining of a single hole with different
cutting tools.
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b. Adjustable-center multispindle
vertical drilling machines. These
differ from gang-type machines
in that they have a common
drive for all working spindles.

The spindles are adjusted in the
spindle head for drilling holes of
varying diameters at random
locations on the WP surface
(Figure 3.26).
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

DRILLING MACHINES
c. Unit-type multispindle drilling machines.
These are widely used in mass production.
They are, as a rule, chiefly built of standard units. Such
machines are designed for machining a definite component
held in a jig and are frequently built into an automatic
transfer machine (Figure 3.27).
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MILLING OPERATIONS
• Milling is the removal of metal by feeding the work past a

rotating multitoothed cutter. In this operation the material
removal rate (MRR) is enhanced as the cutter rotates at a high
cutting speed.

• The surface quality is also improved due to the multicutting
edges of the milling cutter.

• The action of the milling cutter is totally different from that of a
drill or a turning tool. In turning and drilling, the tools are kept
continuously in contact with the material to be cut, whereas
milling is an intermittent process, as each tooth produces a
chip of variable thickness.

• Milling operations may be classified as peripheral (plain)
milling or face (end) milling (Figure 3.38).
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MILLING OPERATIONS
• Up-Milling (Conventional Milling)
• Up-milling is accomplished by rotating the cutter against the

direction of the feed of the WP (Figure 3.39a).
• The tooth picks up from the material gradually; that is, the chip

starts with no thickness and increases in size as the teeth
progress through the cut.

• This means that the cycle of operation to remove the chip is
first a sliding action at the beginning and then a crushing
action takes place, which is followed by the actual cutting
action.

• In some metals, up-milling leads to strain hardening of the
machined surface, and also to chattering and excessive teeth
blunting.
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MILLING OPERATIONS
• Advantages of up-milling include the following:
• It does not require a backlash eliminator.
• It is safer in operation (the cutter does not climb on the work).
• Loads on teeth are acting gradually.
• Built-up edge (BUE) fragments are absent from the machined

surface.
• The milling cutter is not affected by the sandy or scaly surfaces

of the work.
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• Down-Milling (Climb Milling).
• Down-milling is accomplished by rotating the cutter in the

direction of the work feed, as shown in Figure 3.39b.
• In climb milling, as implied by the name, the milling cutter

attempts to climb the WP.
• Chips are cut to maximum thickness at initial engagement of

cutter teeth with the work, and decrease to zero at the end of
its engagement.

• The cutting forces in down milling are directed downward.
Down-milling should not be attempted if machines do not
have enough rigidity and are not provided with backlash
eliminators (Figure 3.40).

• Under such circumstances, the cutter climbs up on the WP
and the arbor and spindle may be damaged.
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MILLING OPERATIONS
• Advantages of down-milling include the following:
• Fixtures are simpler and less costly, as cutting forces are acting

downward.
• Flat WPs or plates that cannot be firmly held can be

machined by down-milling.
• Cutter with higher rake angles can be used, which decreases

the power requirements.
• Tool blunting is less likely.
• Down-milling is characterized by fewer tendencies of

chattering and vibration, which leads to improved surface
finish.
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MILLING OPERATIONS
• Face Milling.
• In face milling, the generated surface is at a right angle to the

cutter axis.
• When using cutters of large diameters, it is a good practice to

tilt the spindle head slightly at an angle of 1–3° to provide
some clearance, which leads to an improved surface finish
and eliminate tool blunting (Figure 3.38b).

• Face milling is usually performed on vertical milling machines;
for this reason, the process is called vertical milling, which is
more productive than plain milling.
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MILLING CUTTERS
• The milling cutters are selected for each specified machining

duty.
• The milling cutter may be provided with a hole to be mounted

on the arbor of the horizontal milling machines, or provided
with a straight or tapered shank for mounting on the vertical or
horizontal milling machine.
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MILLING CUTTERS
1. Plain milling cutters are either straight or helical ones. Helical
milling cutters are preferred for large cutting widths to provide
smooth cutting and improved surface quality.
• Plain milling cutters are mainly used on horizontal milling

machines.
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MILLING CUTTERS
2. Face milling cutters are used for the production of horizontal
(Figure 3.41b), vertical (Figure 3.41c), or inclined (Figure
3.41d) flat surfaces.

• They are used on vertical milling machines, planer type milling
machines, and vertical milling machines with the spindle
swiveled to the required angle α, respectively.
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MILLING CUTTERS
3. Side milling cutters are clamped on the arbor of the
horizontal milling machine and are used for machining of the
vertical surface of a shoulder (Figure 3.41e) or cutting a
keyway (Figure 3.41f).
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MILLING CUTTERS
4. Interlocking (staggered) side mills (Figure 3.41g) mounted
on the arbor of the horizontal milling machines are intended
to cut wide keyways and cavities.
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MILLING CUTTERS
5. Slitting saws (Figure 3.41h) are used on horizontal milling
machines.
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MILLING CUTTERS
6. Angle milling cutters, used on horizontal milling machines,
for the production of longitudinal grooves (Figure 3.41i) or for
edge chamfering.
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MILLING CUTTERS
7. End mills are tools of a shank type, which can be mounted
on vertical milling machines (or directly in the spindle nose of
horizontal milling machines). End mills may be employed in
machining keyways (Figure 3.41j) or vertical surfaces (Figure
3.41k).
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MILLING CUTTERS
8. Key-cutters are also of the shank type that can be used on
vertical milling machines. They may be used for single-pass
milling or multipass milling operations (Figures 3.41l and 3.41m).
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MILLING CUTTERS
9. Form-milling cutters are mounted on horizontal milling
machines. Form cutters may be either concave as shown in
Figure 3.41n or convex as in Figure 3.41o.
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MILLING CUTTERS
10. T-slot cutters are used for milling T-slots and are available in
different sizes. The T-slot is machined on a vertical milling
machine in two steps:
• Slotting with end mill (Figure 3.41j)
• Cutting with T-slot cutter (Figure 3.41p)
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MILLING CUTTERS
11. Compound milling cutters are mainly used to produce
compound surfaces. These cutters realize high productivity
and accuracy (Figure 3.41q).
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MILLING CUTTERS
12. Inserted tool milling cutters have a main body that is
fabricated from tough and less expensive steel. The teeth are
made of alloy tool steel, HSS, carbides, ceramics, or cubic
boron nitride (CBN) and mechanically attached to the body
using set screws and in some cases are brazed. Cutters of this
type are confined usually to large-diameter face milling
cutters or horizontal milling cutters (Figure 3.41q).
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MILLING CUTTERS
13. Gear milling cutters are used for the production of spur
and helical gears on vertical or horizontal milling machines
(Figures 3.41r and 3.41s). Gear cutters are form-relieved
cutters, which are used to mill contoured surfaces. They are
sharpened at the tooth face. Hobbing machines and gear
shapers are used to cut gears for mass production and high
accuracy demands.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Milling machines are employed for machining flat surfaces,

contoured surfaces, complex and irregular areas, slotting,
threading, gear cutting, production of helical flutes, twist
drills, and spline shafts to close tolerances.

• Milling machines are classified by application into the
following categories:
o General-purpose milling machines, which are used for piece

and small-lot production.
o Special-purpose milling machines, which are designed for

performing one or several distinct milling operations on definite
WPs. They are used in mass production.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• The general-purpose milling machines are extremely versatile and

are subdivided into these types:
1. Knee-type
2. Vertical bed-type
3. Planer-type
4. Rotary-table
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Knee-Type Milling Machines.
• The special feature of these machines is the availability of three

Cartesian directions of table motion.
• This group is further subdivided into plain horizontal, universal

horizontal, vertical, and ram-head knee-type milling machines.
The name “knee” has been adopted because it features a knee
that mounts the worktable and travels vertically along the vertical
guideway of the machine column.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• In plain horizontal milling machines, the spindle is horizontal and

the table travels in three mutually perpendicular directions. The
universal horizontal milling machines (Figure 3.42) are similar in
general arrangement to the plain horizontal machines.

• The principal difference is that the table can be swiveled about its
vertical axis through ±45°, which makes it possible to mill helical
grooves and helical gears.

• In contrast to horizontal milling machines, vertical-type milling
machines have a vertical spindle and no overarm (Figure 3.43).

• The overarm serves to hold the bearing bracket supporting the
outer end of the tool arbor in horizontal machines.
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MILLING MACHINES
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• The ram-head milling machines (Figure 3.44) differ from the

universal type in that they have an additional spindle that can be
swiveled about both the vertical and horizontal axes.

• In ram-head milling machines, the spindle can be set at any angle
in relation to the WP being machined.

• In modern machines, a separate drive for the principal movement
(cutter), feed movement (WP), rapid traversal of the worktable in
all directions, and a single lever control for changing speeds and
feeds are provided. Units and components of milling machines
are widely unified.
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MILLING MACHINES
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Horizontal knee-type milling machine specifications are as follows:
 Dimensions of table working surface
 Maximum table travel in the three Cartesian directions
 Maximum angle of table swivel
 Arbor diameter
 Maximum distance between arbor axis and the overarm

underside
 Number of spindle speeds
 Number of feeds in the three directions
 Power and speed of main motor
 Power and speed of feed motor
 Overall dimensions and net weight
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Figure 3.42 visualizes the main parts of the horizontal universal milling

machine.
• These are Base (1), column (7), knee (13), saddle (12), table swivel

plate with graduation (11), worktable (9), overarm (5), holding
bearing bracket (8), main motor (3), spindle (6), speed gearbox (4),
feed gearbox (2), feed control mechanism (14), braces (10) to link the
overarm with the knee for high-rigidity requirements in heavy-duty
milling machines.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Vertical Bed-Type Milling Machines.
• These machines are rigid and powerful; hence, they are used for

heavy duty machining of large WPs (Figure 3.45).
• The spindle head containing a speed gearbox travels vertically along

the guideways of the machine column and has a separate drive
motor.

• In some machines, the spindle head can be swiveled.
• The work is fixed on a compound table that travels horizontally in two

mutually perpendicular directions.
• The adjustment in the vertical direction is accomplished by the

spindle head.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Planer-Type Milling Machine.
• They are intended for machining horizontal, vertical, and inclined

planes as well as form surfaces by means of face, plain, and form
milling cutters. These machines are of single or double housing, with
one or several spindles; each has a separate drive.

• Figure 3.46 shows a single-housing machine with two spindle heads
traveling vertically and horizontally.
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GENERAL‐PURPOSE 

MILLING MACHINES
• Rotary-Table Milling Machines.
• These are also called continuous milling machines, as the WPs are set

up without stopping the operation.
• Rotary-table machines are highly productive; consequently, they are

frequently used for both batch and mass production.
• The WPs being machined are clamped in fixtures installed on the
• rotating table (2) (Figure 3.47).
• The machines may be equipped with one or two spindle heads (1).
• When several surfaces are to be machined, the WPs are indexed in

the fixtures after each complete revolution of the table.
• The machining cycle provides as many table revolutions as the

number of surfaces to be machined.
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MILLING MACHINES
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Cutter Mounting.
• The nose of milling machine spindles has been standardized. It is

provided with a locating flange φ H7/h6 and a steep taper socket of
7:24 (1:3.4286) corresponding to an angle of 16° 35.6′ ( Figure 3.48) to
ensure better location of arbor and end mill shanks.

• Rotation is transmitted to the cutter through the driving key secured
to the end face of the spindle.

• Large face milling cutters are
• mounted directly on the spindle flange and are secured to the flange

by four screws, whereas rotation is transmitted to the cutter through
the driving keys on the spindle (Figure 3.48).
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Plain and side milling cutters are mounted on an arbor whose taper
shank is drawn up tight into the taper socket of the spindle (2) with a
draw-in bolt 1 (Figure 3.49).

• Milling arbors are long or short (stub arbors).
• The outer end of the long arbor (3) is supported by an overarm

support (5) in horizontal milling machines, and the cutter (4) is
mounted at the required position on the arbor by a key (or without
key in case of slitting saws) and is clamped between collars or
spacers (6) with a large nut.
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• The system shown in Figure 3.50 is used in the duplex bed milling
machines. On the stub arbors, the shell end mill or the face milling
cutters are driven either by a feather key, as shown in Figure 3.50a, or
an end key (Figure 3.50b).

• End mills, T-slot cutters, and other milling cutters of tapered shanks are
secured with a draw-in bolt directly in the taper socket of the spindle
by means of adaptors (Figure 3.51a). Straight shank cutters are held in
chucks (Figure 3.51b).
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Workpiece Fixturing.
• Large WPs and blanks that are too large for a vise are clamped

directly on the worktable using standard fastening elements such as
strap clamps, support blocks, and T-bolts (Figure 3.52).

• Small WPs and blanks are clamped most frequently in general-
purpose plain, swivel, or universal milling vises fastened to the
worktable (Figure 3.53).

• Shaped jaws are sometimes used instead of the flat type to clamp
parts of irregular shapes.

• For more accurate and productive work, expensive milling fixtures are
frequently used.
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Figure 3.54 shows a simple milling fixture for a bearing bracket. A full-
form and a flatted locator, firmly fitted into the base plate, are used
to locate the WP from two previously machined holes.

• The clamping is effected by two solid clamps.
• To achieve correct alignment and, hence, increased accuracy, a

tool-setting block is used to locate the cutter with respect to the WP.
• Figure 3.54 illustrates how the height of the cutter is setup using setting

blocks and 0.7 mm feeler.
• The main body of the fixture is frequently made of CI because of its

ability to absorb vibrations initiated by the milling operation.
• However, welded and other steel constructions are also used for

various specialized purposes.
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Figure 3.55 illustrates a vise used as a fixture for milling six cylindrical
WPs in one clamp.

• The setting block is designed for a feeler gage of 0.025 mm, the
thickness of which should be stamped on the setting block in some
suitably prominent position.

• In this type of fixture, it is essential that
• when the components are unloaded, all the swarf must be removed;

otherwise, the component subsequently loaded into the fixture will
not seat correctly.
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HOLDING CUTTERS AND 

WORKPIECES ON MILLING MACHINES

• Figure 3.56 shows a WP and fixture of more specialized nature
designed by the U.S. Naval Gun Factory. Two rectangular
components are to be milled together.

• They are located and clamped between two mating surfaces.
• The holding plate is positioned by two spring-loaded dowels and a

central fixing stud.
• A setting block is doweled and screwed to the fixture.
• It is designed for use with a feeler gage of 0.08 mm thickness.
• The disadvantage of this setup is that the arbor is unsupported at its

free end and, therefore, only light cuts are taken.
• Duplex milling machines enable WPs to be machined from both sides

at once to ensure high accuracy and enhance productivity.
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DIVIDING HEADS

• Dividing heads are attachments that extend the capabilities of the
milling machines.

• They are mainly employed on knee-type milling machines to
enhance their capabilities toward milling straight and helical flutes,
slots, grooves, and gashes whose features are equally spaced about
the circumference of a blank (and less frequently unequally spaced).

• Such jobs include milling of spur and helical gears, spline shafts, twist
drills, reamers, milling cutters, and others. Therefore, dividing heads
are capable of indexing the WP through predetermined angles.

• In addition to the indexing operation, the dividing head continuously
rotates the WP, which is set at the required helix angle during milling
of helical slots and helical gears.
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DIVIDING HEADS

• There are several versions of dividing heads:
•Plain dividing heads (Figure 3.57) are mainly used for indexing milling
fixtures.

•Universal dividing heads.
•Optical dividing heads are commonly used for precise indexing,
and also for checking the accuracy of marking graduation lines on
dial scales. Their main drawback is that they cannot be used in
milling of helical gears.
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SHAPERS, PLANERS, AND SLOTTERS 

AND THEIR OPERATIONS

• Shaping, Planing, And Slotting Processes.
• These processes are used for machining horizontal, vertical, and

inclined flat and contoured surfaces, slots, grooves, and other
recesses by means of special single-point tools.

• The difference between these three processes is that in planing, the
work is reciprocated and the tool is fed across the work, while in
shaping and slotting, the tool is reciprocating and the work is fed
across the cutting tool.

• Moreover, the tool travel is horizontal in shaping and planing and
vertical in case of slotting (Figure 3.63).
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SHAPERS, PLANERS, AND SLOTTERS 

AND THEIR OPERATIONS

• The essence of these processes is the same as of turning, where
metals are removed by single point tools similar in shape to lathe
tools.

• A similarity also exists in chip formation. However, these operations
differ from turning in that the cutting action is intermittent, and chips
are removed only during the forward movement of the tool or the
work. Moreover, the conditions under which shaping, planing, and
slotting tools are less favorable than in turning, even though the tools
have the opportunity to cool during the return stroke, when no cutting
takes place.
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• That is because these tools operate under severe impact conditions.
• For these conditions, the related machine and tools are designed to

be more rigid and strongly dimensioned, and the cutting speed in
most cases does not exceed 60 m/min.

• Consequently, tools used in these processes should not be shock-
sensitive, such as ceramics and CBN.

• It is sufficient to use low-cost and easily sharpened tools such as HSS
and carbides.
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SHAPERS, PLANERS, AND SLOTTERS 

AND THEIR OPERATIONS

• The limited cutting speed and the time lost during the reverse stroke
are the main reasons behind the low productivity of shaping, planing,
and slotting compared to turning.

• However, in planing, not only the productivity but also the accuracy
are enhanced due to the possibility of using multiple tooling in one
setting.

• Figure 3.64 illustrates the kinematics and machining parameters in
shaping, planing, and slotting.
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SHAPERS, PLANERS, AND SLOTTERS 
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• The basic machining parameters are the average speed during the
cutting stroke vcm, the feed f, the depth of cut t, and the uncut cross-
section area Ac.

• The feed is the intermittent relative movement of the tool (in planing)
or the WP (in shaping and slotting), in a direction perpendicular to the
cutting motion and expressed in millimeters per stroke.

• The feed movement is always actuated at the end of the return
stroke when the tool is not engaged with the work.

• The depth of cut is the layer removed from the WP in millimeters in a
single pass and is measured perpendicular to the machined surface.
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• The uncut chip cross-section in square millimeters is given by the
following equation for shaping and planing:
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SHAPERS, PLANERS, AND SLOTTERS 
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• vcm in meters per minute can be calculated depending on the type
of machine mechanism.

• It should not exceed the permissible cutting speed which depends
upon:

• Machining conditions (depth of cut, feed, tool geometry, and related
conditions)

• Tool material used
• Properties of WP material
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